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YAFs prep for green activism at Pendle Hill

YAFs were informed and empowered at a QEW-sup-

ported training at Pendle Hill in June 2012. Organizer

Emily Higgs of QEW is in front row, third from left.

QEW accepting applications

for Publications Coordinator
Louis Cox, QEW Publications Coordinator for the

past 12 years, will be retiring in the near future.

Inquiries may be sent to the search committee, c/o

QEW, 173-b N. Prospect St., Burlington, VT 05401, or

<info@quakerearthcare.org>; 802/658-0308.

Louis Cox

Pendle Hill, next page >>

“A LIFE-CHANGING EXPERIENCE...” “Very
intense...” Phenomenal content...” —This was
how 40 or so Young Adult Friends (YAFs) from the
U.S. and Canada described the five days of action
training at Pendle Hill Retreat & Study Center in
Wallingford, Pa., in mid-June. They had responded
eagerly to the organizers’ invitation to “joyful fellow-
ship, guided discernment of Spirit-led witness in the
world, and transformative social-action training.”
Most came away feeling empowered and better in-
formed and trained to carry out coordinated nonvio-
lent direct action on key social and eco-justice issues.

Before getting specific, it’s important to know why
the QEW Steering Committee advanced a couple of
thousand dollars to this YAF gathering to help with
scholarships and other costs:

QEW has long tried to attract more members be-
tween the ages of 18 to 35. A number have responded
to special invitations and taken advantage of youth
scholarships. But only a few have stayed very long.
Yes, it’s hard for many younger Friends to find the
time for meetings and committee work, with pressures
of  school, jobs, etc. But a larger truth is that many
prefer to hang out with age peers, having not yet ac-
quired their Quaker elders’ greater tolerance for the
necessary but tedious process of seeking unity on
carefully worded Minutes. Most don’t seem to be into
informative presentations, publications, and support
groups. But many are hungry for meaningful action
to help mend the broken world they’ve inherited.

While QEW continues to play a steadying role in
discerning what eco-actions are true to Quaker values,
we recognize that many socially and ecologically con-
cerned younger Friends are going to find outlets for
their leadings in other, hopefully kindred, groups,
such as the Earth Quaker Action Team (EQAT). Ac-
cording to the QEW Vision & Witness statement, part
of our mission is “…providing spiritual and material
support to those engaged in the compelling task of
transforming our relationship to the earth.” The YAF
training at Pendle Hill seemed an ideal way to do that.

The green action training was planned and coordi-
nated by Emily Higgs, a young adult member of the
QEW Steering Committee and Coordinator of Reli-
gious and Spiritual Life at Haverford College. She and
others worked through Pendle Hill’s Young Adult
Leadership Development Program and the Clarence &
Lilly Pickett Endowment for Quaker Leadership.

The importance of being “changed people before
setting out to change others” was conveyed through
an abbreviated version of the “Awakening the
Dreamer, Changing the Dream” symposium, led by
Hollister Knowlton of Chestnut Hill (Pa.) Friends
Meeting and former QEW Steering Committee clerk.
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Pendle Hill, from page 1

Genesee Valley Quaker Meeting
Minute on Hydrofracking

MEMBERS of Genesee Valley Quaker Meeting

(Danville, N.Y.) have considered the potential con-

sequences of High Volume Hydraulic Fracturing

(also known as HVHF, horizontal hydrofracking, or

fracking) in New York State. We strongly oppose

initiating hydrofracking in New York State. As Quak-

ers, we experience the divine through loving and

truthful relationships with all people and all cre-

ation. From what we understand about fracking, it

is inconsistent with our faith and practices. In other

states where horizontal hydrofracking was per-

formed, it resulted in forever losing vast amounts

of fresh water, releasing toxins into the environ-

ment, damaging communities, and costing the tax

payers.

We urge our political representatives to prohibit

the practice of HVHF in New York State. We support

legislation and incentives to do the following: pro-

mote research, development, and use of renew-

able and sustainable energy; support local organic

farms and farmers; protect the air and water; insti-

tute accountability for industries that cause envi-

ronmental damage; and create long-term economic

policies that promote work for New York State resi-

dents that they can do in good conscience.

We urge all citizens to thoughtfully consider the

long term effects of hydrofracking on the water,

land, local economy, infrastructure, services, and

the community as a whole.

We are encouraged by the many communities

that are coming together to educate one another,

to consider the complex interrelation of the many

issues that surround hydrofracking, and to seek a

way forward together based on truth and respect.

—approved  June 3, 2012

Young Adult Friends and Earthcare activism

Steve Chase of Putney (Vt.) Friends Meeting and
co-founder, with Ruah Swennerfelt, of the Quakers in
Transition website and blog; and author of, Letters to
a Fellow Seeker: A Short Introduction to the Quaker
Way, shared about his experiences with activism.

Michael Gagne and Viv Hawkins of Central
Philadelphia Friends Meeting shared about their reli-
gious call to action through lobbying, boycotts, and
nonviolent direct action, connecting the spectrum of
options to their Quaker beliefs.

Zachary Hershman, a community organizer
from the Philadelphia area, explained the basics of
nonviolent direct action and how to build an effective
campaign, such as the one that EQAT has been waging
against Quaker-founded PNC Bank, a major financier
of mountaintop-removal coal mining.

The Philadelphia-based Spiral Q Puppet Theatre
showed YAFs how to make eye-catching signs, ban-
ners, and other parade or demonstration items.

FCNL energy staffer José Aguto gave the group
an “insider’s scoop” on how bills in Washington, D.C.
are affected by lobbying and other activities. Aguto
said different approaches are needed in today’s more
partisan and corporate-influenced legislative climate;
lobbyists need to talk more about the common good
and protecting people and their rights, versus the
typical “science-y, fact-based lobbying” of the past.

Greener Partners, which promotes educational
gardens in inner-city Philadelphia, talked about their
Cloud Nine project of creating working urban farms
on the roofs on warehouses, using donated materials
and labor.

A member of the Pickett Endowment led a
workshop on discernment and explained how to sub-
mit funding proposals to the fund.

Follow-up activities included small-group strat-
egizing and role-playing, based on a realistic sce-
nario of action against a big land development project.

The group watched two videos: I Am is “an en-
gaging and entertaining non-fiction film that poses
two practical and provocative questions: what’s
wrong with our world, and what can we do to
make it better?” A Force More Powerful is about “us-
ing nonviolent conflict to achieve democracy and hu-
man rights.”

AS THE TRAINING DREW TO A CLOSE, the
group labored together on the crucial question,
“Where do we go from here?” Answers came out of
small-group sharing and examples from personal ex-
perience.

 “In many ways it was a life-changing experience,”
said Carl Stanton, one of the YAFs. “It was a great
opportunity for learning about Quakerism and self,
about young adult leadership in Quakerism and in the
larger world…. We need to be prepared to step into
positions of leadership as older members step out….

“What I found particularly valuable was the way
campaigns for nonviolent direct action are de-
signed—how to figure out what wedge to use and
chip away at a pillar of the establishment until the
structure falls….I started to see why groups do the
things they do. I got an an idea of how to start….”
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Judi Campbell
Mount Toby (Mass.) Friends Meeting

I AM A RETIRED ARTIST who
lives on land in the state forest of
Northfield, Mass. I currently attend
Mount Toby Meeting in Leverett,
Mass., and previously attended
Framingham Meeting and Friends Meet-
ing at Cambridge. While living in Cam-
bridge, I finished college and became a
member of the Boston Area Guild of Pup-
petry (BAGOP). Here I was exposed to
many different kinds of puppets, and I
wrote and created a puppet show about
a computer “bug.” At that time I was
working at MIT’s Laboratory for Com-
puter Science. I never got into perform-
ing this show very frequently.

One Quaker activity I participated in
was an FGC Gathering event in
Kalamazoo, Mich., where a Mayan elder
from Guatemala, Don Alejandro, was a
plenary speaker and interest group
leader. There were many ways in which
the customs of these indigenous visitors
stood out from other Quaker partici-
pants. We needed to find new ways to
communicate, but the overriding mes-
sage these elders came with was: “The
ice caps are melting.” The melting was a
direct consequence of climate change
and global warming.

Later in the ’90s, after seeing some
Bread & Puppet Theatre performances
in New England, I began to create pa-
rade-sized puppets of endangered ani-
mals. Seventeen years later, many of us
are trying to solve this climate problem while others
are still denying it. Seeing these puppets of endan-
gered animals helps to remind us that there are fateful
consequences for many life forms besides humankind.

I was a graduate of New York City’s High School of
Music and Arts and had attended several years of Bos-
ton University’s School of Fine Arts. I had used all
types of materials to create art, and when I created
these parade-sized puppets I found myself using every
sort of material possible in their creation—from feath-
ers to aquarium tubing and poultry fencing. The pup-
pets were made with the help of friends (BAGOP mem-
bers and relatives).

New England Yearly Meeting was one of the first
places the puppets were displayed. I still remember

the site at Hampshire College where people
lined up for meals, where the parade began
and then moving into the dining hall and
watching the parade go by from the win-
dows in the back dining room. It seemed an
overpowering event. Even today, when I
find Friends who had attended Yearly
Meeting those years they often recall won-
derful memories of the processions.

Since their use in NEYM processions at
Hampshire College the puppets have also
participated in Earth Day parades in Massa-
chusetts (Montague, Orange, Colrain).

They also joined a First
Night procession on Boyl-
ston Street in Boston. The
individual who is within Puf-
fin experiences a unique-
transformation—from hu-
man to animal. Looking
through the scrim out at the
world from the heart of Puf-
fin can change the way you
see things.

A few Earth Days ago I
sought an arts grant to do
puppet making (inter-
generationally) and end with
a performance presentation
on the Bridge of Names in
Montague, Mass. Each pup-
pet would be announced, to
the world, as it moved
across the bridge. That
dream never materialized.
but I still can’t help but feel

that the puppets continue to have a life of their own.

The time has come, as I enter my senior years, to
find a new home for the puppets, and someone with
the energy to continue the puppets’ old exploits, as
well as to find new adventures for them. This adoption
we seek will enable the puppets mission to continue
while my own human abilities follow the natural cycle
of slowing down with age. There are five puppets in
all, including “Eagle” and “Quetzal.”

Please share your thoughts and ideas for the next
act of the endangered animal puppets by e-mailing me
at <roroyare@hotmail.com>. v

Endangered-species parade puppets are up for adoption

“Sea Turtle”

“Salamander”

“Puffin”
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Sarah Moon
West Falmouth (Mass.) Friends Meeting

STARTING IN THE 1970s, one of America’s most
biodiverse regions has been systematically stripped of
its sustainable wealth. Mountaintop removal, a form
of coal mining that removes up to 1,000 feet from the
tops of Appalachian mountains, has destroyed ap-
proximately 500 mountains and buried nearly 2,000
miles of headwater streams. Local activists have been
fighting this destructive practice since it began, but in
the last two years the movement has gained new mo-
mentum from the publication of peer-reviewed stud-
ies showing the correlation between mountaintop re-
moval and human health problems. In 2010, research
was published in the journal Science that linked water
poisoning from mountaintop removal to heart, lung,
and kidney disease and birth defects.

Two years later, this evidence, along with grass-
roots campaigning, has produced new legislation in
Congress. On June 19th, 2012, Representative Louise
Slaughter (D-N.Y.) and Representative Dennis
Kucinich (D-Ohio), joined by 11 co-sponsors, intro-
duced a bill that aggressively targets corporations that
practice mountaintop removal, on the grounds of its
human health impact. This bill, called the Appala-
chian Communities Health Emergency Act
(ACHE), would place a moratorium on mountaintop
removal until the Department of Health & Human Ser-
vices had completed studies showing its effects on
human health. Specifically, the act would halt new
permits and permit renewals for mountaintop removal
operations. Ongoing operations would be subject to
monthly evaluations and a one-time fee.

The expectation of the bill’s co-sponsors is that
results of the Department’s research would corrobo-
rate existing studies, leading to a permanent morato-
rium on mountaintop removal.

Stefanie Winzeler, aide to Rep. Slaughter, called
the bill a “grassroots effort,” driven by members of
the Appalachian community who have been talking to
Reps. Kucinich and Slaughter about the need to halt
mountaintop removal to prevent further serious im-
pacts on human health. Though a New Yorker, this
issue strikes close to home for Rep.  Slaughter, who
grew up in a coal camp in Harlan County, Kentucky.
Her motivation to co-sponsor the bill is also con-
nected to her career as a microbiologist with a strong
interest in human health.

Winzeler said a bill like this is not unprecedented,
citing the FDA’s testing of new food and pharmaceutical
products before they go on the market and the morato-
rium on oil drilling on the outer Continental Shelf.

When asked about the connection of ACHE to the
other mountaintop removal-related bill in Congress,
the Clean Water Protection Act, Winzeler said that
ACHE “adds to the conversation that the Clean Water
Protection Act has started.” Such a conversation, re-
gardless of whether either bill passes, she said, “does
help influence future regulatory actions,” and can also
influence the industry to take action of its own ac-
cord. Winzeler said that people should continue
reaching out to members of Congress to support both
pieces of legislation.

ACHE is an apt acronym for a bill that aims to
bring relief to a hurting region. When the body devel-
ops an ache, it is often the first sign that something is
wrong. By recognizing an ache and changing the be-
havior that’s causing it, we prevent permanent injury
and regain mental clarity. Under mountaintop re-
moval, Appalachian communities are aching. The
ACHE Act has the power to reveal the source of that
pain and end it, freeing minds and bodies for the work
of regenerating one of America’s most beautiful and
culturally rich regions. v

ACHE Act links mountaintop removal and health
problems in Appalachia

IN MARCH OF 2011, Sarah Moon received a $1,000

grant from the Clarence & Lilly Pickett Endowment for

Quaker Leadership to support her work with New York

Loves Mountains <www.newyorklovesmountains.org>, a

volunteer witness against mountaintop removal. Since it

began, New York Loves Mountains has organized several

events, raising funds for Pennies of Promise, United

Mountain Defense, Appalachia Rising, and most recently

the March on Blair Mountain. For more about her work

see the July-August 2011 BeFriending Creation.
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Lancaster (Pa.) Friends join the campaign to cut
mountaintop removal companies’ purse strings.

NONVIOLENT DIRECT ACTION by Quakers
against mountaintop removal was recapped at the
Earthcare Center at the recent FGC Gathering in
Kingston, R.I., by members of the Philadelphia-based
Earth Quaker Action Team (EQAT), Walter Hjelt
Sullivan, Ingrid Lakey, and Amy Ward Brimmer
(EQAT’s new executive director).

The focus of their afternoon interest group presen-
tation was the 16-day, 200-mile “Green Walk for Jobs
& Justice” that EQAT members and supporters took
from Philadelphia to Pittsburgh between April 30 and
May 16. In Pittsburgh George Lakey, founder of
EQAT, and others took part in nonviolent direct ac-

tion at the headquarters of PNC Bank, which has been
identified as one of the major financial backers of so-
cially and environmentally destructive mountaintop-
removal coal mining. About 60 people joined the
march in Philadelphia, and 35 went as far as
Swarthmore College. Details about the walk and other
EQAT actions are found in Lakey’s blog
<greenpnc.org/blog>.

For several years, EQAT has been conducting a
publicity campaign called Banking Like Appalachia
Matters (BLAM), a strategic effort to shine the light on
PNC Bank as one of two primary financiers funding
this devastating surface mining practice and to per-
suade PNC Bank account holders who are opposed to
mountaintop removal to close their accounts.

A flyer passed out by EQAT states that mountain-
top removal has caused the destruction of 500 moun-
tains, and the mining waste being dumped into 2,000

EQAT’s ‘Green Walk for Jobs & Justice’ targets PNC Bank
miles of streams is linked to increased birth defects,
higher cancer rates, and fewer jobs. The Green Walk
for Jobs & Justice was part of a newer “Green Your
Money” initiative to carry these concerns to a state-
wide and regional level.

Last year, in response to increasing public pres-
sure, PNC Bank announced that it had decided to stop
financing mountaintop-removal coal mining. But this
is seen by EQAT as a hollow public-relations ploy. As
a spokesperson for EQAT put it, “PNC Bank has re-
peatedly refused to provide public details as to how
their new policy has impacted actual investments. (For
example it in not clear that there is a single coal com-
pany in the country whose primary extraction method
is MTR, so that clause seems utterly meaningless.) The
Earth Quaker Action Team continues to pressure PNC
to make a clear break by issuing a sector exclusion to all
coal companies practicing MTR. The Rainforest Action
Network still lists PNC as the number one financier of
MTR in their most recent report <http://ran.org/
reportcard>. The story is not over about PNC and MTR.
This is a good first step because it acknowledges how
devastating MTR is, but quite possibly more show than
substance because it may do absolutely nothing in help-
ing to end the practice.”

During the Gathering, EQAT also showed the
video, The Last Mountain, “a compelling full-length
documentary about mountaintop removal and the
struggle to save Appalachia from the grips of the coal
industry.” Quakers have a special capacity to do
something about mountaintop removal, they said.

For more about EQAT and mountaintop-removal
coal mining, go to: <www.eqat.org>.

EQAT’s recent 200-mile Green Walk for Jobs & Justice, from
Philadelphia to Pittsburgh, is recounted by one of the walk-
ers, Walter Hjelt Sullivan, at the QEW Earthcare Center at
the 2012 FGC Gathering.
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The Road to Rio

Although I didn’t go to Rio, I attended prepara-
tory meetings for this Summit in January, March, and
April. I witnessed the great pressures brought to bear
as powerful interests shaped the outcome document
into a gift for the corporate world. The result removes
decision-making power further from those directly
affected and creates international rules empowering
the corporate elite and their political associates. One
example: during preparations the U.S. tried to remove
all references to “rights” from the text. A public letter
from the NGOs present reached the UN’s High Com-
missioner on Human Rights, who reprimanded the
nations and saved the “rights” language.

The preparatory meetings (prep-coms) were excit-
ing for civil society. As Lisinka Ulatowska, from the
Global Commons Trust, wrote:

NGOs and Major Groups took on one another’s
points of view. Rio and its preparatory process
were a giant mutual educational situation where
we all learned from one another.

This was true. Many well-thought, weighty ex-
changes led to a sense of unity. I found myself allied
with a group of NGOs calling themselves R4S (Rights
For Sustainability). They understand the inseparable
nature of human rights and a healthy environment.
When they speak of the Rights of Nature, they link
them with human rights that are already agreed.

My personal highlight at the prep-coms was having
several opportunities to speak to gathered groups
about the importance of using “health” as the primary
metaphor when discussing the state of the planet. I
was allowed to write and present on this to the Bureau
of Rio+20. Here is the beginning of my statement:

“The specific components of the world we want

The future we don’t want
Mary Gilbert

QEW Representative to the UN

THE FIRST EARTH SUMMIT in Rio de Janeiro in
1992 was full of hopeful promises. In today’s political
and financial climate, those promises could not have
been made. This year another Summit, called Rio+20,
was held in June 2012, focused on a proposed “Green
Economy” in the context of poverty eradication. The
Summit’s “outcome document” was pre-titled The Fu-
ture We Want.

At the end of the Summit Wael Hmaidan, director
of the Climate Action Network, speaking in the name
of all the NGOs at Rio+20, said:

“You cannot have a document entitled The Future
We Want without any mention of planetary
boundaries, tipping points, or the earth’s carrying
capacity. The text as it stands is completely out of
touch with reality. Just to be clear, NGOs here in
Rio in no way endorse this document.”

This eloquent paragraph, written by the Indig-
enous Peoples assembled for the Summit, lays it out
squarely, in the box below:

We the Indigenous Peoples of Mother

Earth…see the goals of UNCSD Rio+20,

the “Green Economy” and its premise

that the world can only “save” nature

by commodifying its life-giving and life-

sustaining capacities, as a continuation

of the colonialism that Indigenous Peo-

ples and our Mother Earth have faced

and resisted for 520 years. The “Green

Economy” promises to eradicate pover-

ty but in fact will only favor and re-

spond to multinational enterprises and

capitalism. It is a continuation of a glo-

bal economy based on fossil fuels, the

destruction of the environment by ex-

ploiting nature through extractive in-

dustries such as mining, oil exploration

and production, intensive mono-culture

agriculture, and other capitalist invest-

ments. All of these efforts are directed

toward profit and the accumulation of

capital by the few.

—From the Kari-Oca 2 Declaration, June 2012 Future, next page >>
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THE KABARAK CALL TOR PEACE AND ECOJUSTICE was ap-

proved 24 April 2012 at the 6th Friends World Conference,

Kabarak University, Nakuru, Kenya.

From the FWCC World Consultation on Global Change

2010-2011 and participants’ witness in the GC thread at

the Friends World Conference 2012

In past times God’s Creation restored itself. Now human-

ity dominates, our growing population consuming more

resources than nature can replace. We must change, we

must become careful stewards of all life. Earthcare unites

traditional Quaker testimonies: peace, equality, simplicity,

love, integrity, and justice. Jesus said, “As you have done

unto the least… you have done unto me.” We are called to

work for the Peaceable Kingdom of God on the whole earth,

in right sharing with all peoples. However few our num-

bers, we are called to be the salt that flavors and pre-

serves, to be a light in the darkness of greed and destruc-

tion.

We have heard of the disappearing snows of Mount

Kilimanjaro and the glaciers of Bolivia, from which come

life-giving waters. We have heard appeals from peoples of

the Arctic, Asia, and Pacific. We have heard of forests cut

down, seasons disrupted, wildlife dying, of land hunger in

Africa, of new diseases, droughts, floods, fires, famine and

desperate migrations—this climatic chaos is now worsen-

ing. There are wars and rumors of war, job loss, inequality,

and violence. We fear our neighbors. We waste our

children’s heritage.

All of these are driven by our dominant economic sys-

tems—by greed not need, by worship of the market, by

Mammon and Caesar.

Is this how Jesus showed us to live?

We are called to see what love can do: to love our neigh-

bor as ourselves, to aid the widow and orphan, to comfort

the afflicted and afflict the comfortable, to appeal to con-

sciences and bind the wounds.

We are called to teach our children right relationship,

to live in harmony with each other and all living beings in

the earth, waters, and sky of our Creator, who asks, “Where

were you when I laid the foundations of the world?” (Job 38:4)

We are called to do justice to all and walk humbly with

our God, to cooperate lovingly with all who share our

hopes for the future of the earth.

We are called to be patterns and examples, in a 21st-

century campaign for peace and ecojustice, as difficult and

decisive as the 19th century abolition of slavery.

We dedicate ourselves to let the living waters flow

through us—where we live, regionally, and in wider world

fellowship. We dedicate ourselves to building the peace

that passeth all understanding, to the repair of the world,

opening our lives to the Light to guide us in each small step.

The Kabarak Call for Peace and Ecojustice

Monday morning
Rio+20 is over; now the work begins. The UN will
create Sustainable Development Goals, adding yard-
sticks for well-being to the GDP to measure progress.
This will be a big struggle, since what gets measured is
a statement of values, and some powerful countries,
including the U.S. and Canada, do not practice values
based on the equity, localizing, and real democracy
called for by the people of the world. It is hard to
move forward for the earth within a UN that is domi-
nated by multinational corporations, and currently
there is no other recognized institution within which
to work. And there are incremental gains.

The word “radical” derives from the Latin “radix,”
which means “root.” Many voices are calling for an
end to capitalism as we know it, a going down to the
root of society’s organization and regrowing our sys-
tem on better principles.

I will end this essay by quoting Uchita de Zoysa, a
globally eminent thinker from Sri Lanka.

The 2+ years of work was all worth it because of
us coming together in Rio to find our own collec-
tive outcome—a plan to work together and follow
up on the Peoples Sustainability Treaties in the
run-up to the 2015 Millennium Summit. v

QEW at the United Nations

are in reality not separable. We pretend they are
separable in order to discuss them fruitfully. In
the human body we may talk separately about
the bloodstream, the nervous system, or other
components that maintain our health, but we
never imagine them in isolation from each other.
When we speak of resources we’re really talking
about a planetary system best understood as a
living organism, on whose health we depend.”

The Peoples’ Summit

Because expectations for a good outcome at
Rio+20 were low, there was a concurrent meeting for
civil society. Tens of thousands attended the Peoples’
Summit for Social and Environmental Justice, De-
fense of Common Goods, Against the Commoditiza-
tion of Life. During the past year hundreds of organi-
zations worked to produce 14 Peoples’ Sustainability
Treaties. The Peoples’ Summit launched a Manifesto
on the final day of Rio+20, declaring that another
world is possible, and pledging their commitment to a
transition toward increasingly sustainable futures on
earth. The Manifesto is based on principles of equity,
localizing, and a global Citizens’ Movement. Go to:
<http://sustainabilitytreaties.org>.
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SUSTAINABILITY AND ECONOMIC JUSTICE
were again core themes at the 2012 Britain Yearly
Meeting at Friends House in London, May 25–28, tak-
ing up most of Saturday.

There was an extended session with a series of
speakers on the economy and economics. There were
also several special-interest meetings and workshops
with a sustainability focus during the Yearly Meeting,
including one organized by the Minute 36 Group and
the Living Witness Project.

This session was a follow-up to the commitment
that Britain Yearly Meeting made in 2011 to become a
“low carbon sustainable community.” The Meeting for
Sufferings had set up a “Minute 36 Commitment
Group” to oversee Friends’ progress toward meeting
that goal. The group was composed of representatives
from the Living Witness Project, Woodbrooke Quaker
Study Center, Quaker Peace & Social Witness, Quaker
Life, and Meeting for Sufferings.

Meeting for Sufferings asked local Quaker meet-
ings to use the Meeting Check-Up in the Sustainability
Toolkit and also the Quaker Peace & Social Witness/
Living Witness climate-impact calculators. About 200
(two out of five) local Meetings have sent in assess-
ments of their greenhouse-gas emissions. One fifth of
Meetings have completed the Meeting check-up.

The Minute 36 Group, which first met at the begin-
ning of May, hasn’t yet had a chance to look at the
check-up returns in any detail, but Sunniva Taylor at
Quaker Peace & Social Witness has read all of them.
Most of the calculators and check-ups seem to have
been completed as part of a group exercise rather
than just by one or two Friends, she said.

“There was quite a mix of messages coming back
from Friends and Meetings in the various special in-
terest sessions,” said Laurie Michaelis of the Living
Witness Project. “Many meetings do seem to have
been energised by Britain Yearly Meeeting’s commit-
ment. In the past, sustainability has been addressed
mostly by small groups in meetings. Now it is being
taken up by meetings as a whole.

“However we at Living Witness have heard quite a
lot about disinterest, resistance, and conflict in some
local meetings. Much of the new activity has been fo-
cused on measuring greenhouse gas emissions and im-
proving Meeting Houses. More attention is clearly
needed on the community and spiritual dimensions of
being a low-carbon, sustainable community.” v

Quaker Meetings in Britain begin the work of living up
to their Yearly Meeting’s commitment to sustainability

(Two items from the earthQuaker, newsletter of the Living Witness Project of Britain Yearly Meeting)

Footprints and population growth
(letter to the editor of earthQuaker)

A YEAR OR TWO AGO, a national paper ran a story on

an eco-house, which had been self-built by the enterpris-

ing owners. It was a beautiful house, and a great deal of

thought had been put into its design. As well as being

remarkably elegant, it featured rigorous insulation, solar

and geothermal power and heating, and rainwater stor-

age. I think they had reed-bed filters for the purification

of waste water. The owners had also taken care that the

construction process should be as nearly carbon neutral

as possible. They claimed that its day-to-day running was

practically carbon-neutral.

The article concluded by saying that the house had

more than sufficient space for the couple and their six

children. Notice the inconsistency. They had made ear-

nest efforts to reduce their footprint as far as the house

was concerned, but were unconscious of the fact that in

parenting six children, and perhaps starting six lines of

descent, they were potentially doing substantially more

damage than if they had had two children living in a

standard leaky semi, with two gas-guzzlers and holidays

in the Costa Rica twice a year, because the effect would

continue down the generations.

Where is this leading? I want to make the point that

our efforts to reduce our footprints, commendable

though they are, are as nothing compared to the pres-

sure that our sheer numbers put on the planet. I have

read that of the total mammalian mass on the planet,

30 percent is humanity, about 67 percent is domesti-

cated animals, and about 3 percent is wildlife. Are there

not enough of us? Yet population continues to grow at

about 200,000 per day, a billion in twelve years.

Norman Borlaug, who instigated the Green Revolu-

tion three decades ago, said in his speech of acceptance

of the Nobel Prize, “The Green Revolution has won a

temporary success in man’s war against want and depri-

vation: it has given man a breathing space. If fully imple-

mented, the revolution can provide sufficient food for

sustenance during the next three decades.… But the

frightening power of human reproduction must also be

curbed; otherwise the success of the Green Revolution

will be ephemeral only.” We took advantage of his revo-

lution but ignored his suggestion, and now we are back

where we were. —Roger Plenty

Stroud, Glouchestershire
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“ANSWERING GOD’S CALL TO CARE FOR THE EARTH,”

a chapter title in my scrapbooked autobiography, be-

gan in early 2000 with a request from the South Caro-

lina Christian Action Council for a Friends’ representa-

tive to their new Climate Change initiative. Subse-

quently, I was at an Environmental Justice Ministries

conference in Washington, D.C., where I was thrilled

to meet other Friends with similar concerns, specifi-

cally Ed Dreby, who was very active in Friends Commit-

tee on Unity with Nature. Later I met Kim and Susan

Carlyle, who were active in my Yearly Meeting

(SAYMA), and Kim invited me to attend the May 2003

FCUN Steering Committee meeting in Greensboro,

N.C., just up the road from Columbia, S.C. I will never

forget being asked to introduce myself by naming the

watershed where I lived! It was a Spirit-filled meeting,

at which a new Vision & Witness statement was ap-

proved. That same year SAYMA approved a second

representative to the Steering Committee, which I was

asked to fill.

Sierra Friends Center at Nevada City, Calif., was

the location of the October 2003 Annual Meeting and

Gathering, at which FCUN became Quaker Earthcare

Witness after months of work and discernment. I was

blessed to have been a part of these milestones which

the stars of the wonderful Sierra night sky heralded.

Following the example of the Carlyles, I took the

bus from Columbia to North Park University in Chicago

for the May 2004 meeting, which was a first for me.

Actually QEW brought lots of firsts for me: seeing John

Woolman’s home base on the Delaware River, bogs at

the Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore, and walking my

first labyrinth at Ghost Ranch in New Mexico. Addition-

ally, I represented QEW for four years at North Caro-

lina Yearly Meeting (Conservative) and North Carolina

Yearly Meeting (Friends United Meeting).

Prior to the Annual Meeting at Ghost Ranch in

New Mexico in October 2006, I sent out a letter to

QEW Discussions expressing my concern about my 42-

hour bus trip and that I could no longer justify such

long-distance travel for myself. I also spoke of the ur-

gent need for QEW Friends to provide more leadership

for the Religious Society of Friends and to lay aside the

zillion issues crying out for attention in order to listen

for what Spirit was calling the organization to do. Since

that time, I read my BeFriending Creation the day it

comes, write letters to the editor when moved, and

enjoy the discussions. —Alice M. Wald
Walhalla, S.C.

How I was grabbed by FCUN/QEW, what  kept me coming...
Louis Cox

QEW Publications Coordinator

next page >>

Stories from 25 years of Quaker Earthcare WitnessStories from 25 years of Quaker Earthcare Witness

 I WAS ATTENDING Missouri Valley Friends Conference in

the fall of 1989 when a friend, Bob Wixom, who knew of my

past as a sort of burned-out environmentalist, told me excit-

edly about a new Earthcare organization, based on Quaker

values, that he had joined. That seemed to answer my con-

dition, and as soon as I got home I signed up for BeFriending

Creation. Its articles gave me new hope and energy.

The following summer I attended the FGC Gathering,

where I met Bill and Alice Howenstine, whose Gathering

workshop three years earlier had led to the founding of

Friends Committee on Unity with Nature. I found myself

spending almost all of my spare time at the FCUN Earthcare

Center, reading and engaged in deep discussion with other

Friends about the radical idea of effective environmental

action based on a spiritual relationship to Earth.

Returning home, I read with interest some responses to

a question that BeFriending Creation editor Chris Laning had

posed: Did Friends think there was a need for a Quaker

Earthcare organization—there are, after all, numerous

other organizations working on environmental issues. I re-

acted strongly to one reader’s comment that she hadn’t

renewed because there were already too many periodicals

coming in the mail for her to keep up with.

I immediately took pen in hand (we didn’t use e-mail in

those days) and composed the following letter to the editor:

“...Much of the burgeoning environmental movement is

motivated mainly by self-interest—fear of personal harm,

fear of economic loss. This alone is too limited a basis from

which to counter the growing, multifaceted threat to the

health of the planet. Degradation of the underlying support

system (e.g., the present plight of the oceans) tends to re-

main invisible to the average person until it is too late to

reverse the damage.

“Doesn’t the Quaker belief in ‘that of God in everyone’

extend to all living beings? And even to the living planet God

created? Would there be nearly so much destruction if we

all believed deeply that the earth is sacred, not just a re-

source to be plundered to its limits? That view, expressed so

convincingly by Quakers, is the only basis from which people

can consistently care for the environment beyond threats to

their immediate, personal welfare.

“We who care about the future need to reach out to two

groups: the uninformed and the uncaring. Many environ-

mental organizations are directed mainly toward the unin-

formed. They provide practical information to deal effec-

tively with the problems we are becoming conscious of.…

But there are countless people who, having heard the mes-

sage that our planet is dying, still don’t care enough to sig-
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QUAKER CONDOMS? What a ridiculous idea! Yet I had

blurted it out before I knew at my first meeting of the

FCUN Population Committee, clerked by Bill

Howenstine.

To my surprise, the idea of Quaker condoms was not

immediately discarded, although it did get a good laugh.

And, a few years later, the idea came to fruition. With

the help of Louis Cox’s graphic art, little labels were at-

tached to condoms and distributed at the FGC Gather-

ing. The message was about the importance of prevent-

ing overpopulation in caring for Creation.

There are other people in our organization who see

the connection between human population and the en-

vironment, which is one of the many reasons that I feel

so attached to Quaker Earthcare Witness.

People in QEW have many other interests, too. At

first it was frustrating that there was not a single unify-

ing “cause” that we could all feel strongly about. We

could not agree to fight mountaintop removal, or “frack-

ing,” or even increasing human population.

What does unify us, however, is that we are all

Friends who are concerned about the Earth. Quaker

Earthcare Witness is the support organization for

Friends who are not content to sit by as our world crum-

bles around us.

—Dick Grossman, M.D.

Durango, Colo., Friends Mtg

The back of the card read,

Whatever your cause...
—it’s a lost cause without population stabilization.

vvvvv  Earth must support 200,000 additional
people each day!

vvvvv  49 percent of pregancies in the U.S.A.are
unplanned!

Note that when QEW distributed Quaker Condoms in 2008,

world population was 6.7 billion. Four years later it has

topped 7 billion. Most of the growth is happening in coun-

tries where people lack access to family planning services.

>> from page 9
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nificantly alter their behavior. The wasteful practices of

individuals are seen, for the most part, as insignificant and

unimportant because our culture tends to foster in us a lo-

cal, short-term perspective.

“Quakers historically have been noted for seeing their

lives in the larger Divine perspective and consistently apply-

ing their spiritual beliefs and values to every facet of their

everyday lives. ...They tend to be more sensitive than other

groups to the effect of even the simplest of personal acts on

others in distant places and times. Thus we ‘live simply that

others may simply live.’

“At some level we all recognize that we are in mutual

competition for Earth’s limited resources—space, air, wa-

ter, privacy, etc. To the extent that our lives are oriented

around physical possessions and consumption, we exacer-

bate social tensions and add fuel to conflict... (over jobs in

the timber and fishing industries, for example).

“What has the Quaker Peace/Earth testimony to offer in

those situations? As Quakers, we receive spiritual suste-

nance from the Light of God within us. In the Peaceable

Kingdom there is enough for everyone, because we realize

there is already plenty of what we really need, physically

and spiritually. Our main role shifts from being consumers to

channels of this inexhaustible abundance.

“The supporters of BeFriending Creation, especially,

need to be givers, not just receivers—not passive consum-

ers of interesting facts. We need to form the core of a cen-

tered group who see the Religious Society of Friends as be-

ing in a crucial position to influence the outcome of the

struggle to save the planet.

“We have a job to do. We need to be the missionaries,

the organizers, the spreaders of the good news that Cre-

ation is worth befriending and that our beliefs and actions

can affect the future.

“We can each pledge to start an Earthcare committee in

our home Meeting. We can participate in local environmen-

tal conferences, where we can add our own witness to the

spiritual side of these issues. We can learn how to apply

Quaker beliefs to environmental questions and practice,

articulating them with force and clarity. We can use Quaker

inner silence to learn where we are coming from and how

to better resolve our own conflicts and hesitations regard-

ing an environmentally supportive lifestyle.”

A FEW MONTHS LATER I went to the 1990 FCUN Annual

Meeting in Richmond, Ind. Some said they had liked my

letter to the editor, and I was invited to join the Steering

Committee. With my journalism background, I was asked  to

work on publications. I started editing the newsletter in

1995, and in 2000 I became Publications Coordinator, over-

seeing all publications, and developing and managing the

website. After 23 years I am about to retire. I will take with me

many fond memories of working with Earthcare Friends. v
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MANY ASPECTS of our care for Earth were well
represented at SEYM’s Gathering this past April.
Barb Letsch offered a workshop on Transition
Towns, including neurological research that shows
that we learn through behavior that changes our
thinking and beliefs rather than the opposite. This
research supports how the Transition Towns
movement creates change in the participants as
they do the work of creating resilient communi-
ties. We also discussed the growing number of
Transition Town initiatives in Florida.

During one of our plenary sessions, our faithful
QEW committee representative Rod Zwirner gave
an update on what QEW is doing.

Mary Jo Klingel offered a workshop on food,
inspired by the fall QEW meeting. We began with a
Power Point presentation that led to lively sharing
and willingness to look at the ways that the stan-
dard American diet has influenced our lives.

To our joy, SEYM approved the Earthcare
Committee’s minute on nuclear energy.

Our Walton Lecturer, Tom Neilsen, terrified
many of us by dividing us into small groups and
telling us to write a song. Earthcare themes burst
forth in the performances the next day. In addi-
tion to the planned events, many important con-
versations took place, and friendships based on a
care for Earth grew. All of us who were there from
QEW, Jack Bradin, Barb Letsch, Mary Jo Klingel,
and Rod Zwirner, feel grateful for the growing in-

terest and commitment to Earthcare at SEYM.

Mary Jo Klingel
Fort Lauderdale (Fla.) Friends Meeting

OUR SEYM EARTHCARE COMMITTEE first
brought a minute  concerning nuclear energy to the
SEYM plenary in our Spring 2011 Gathering, but
there was not unity to approve it. We gave ourselves
some time, then set to work again. It became clear
that we wanted a very simple Minute, grounded in the
Testimonies. We presented the new Minute at Winter
Interim Business Meeting and asked each meeting to
season it and send us questions or concerns. One
meeting approved it almost immediately. One voiced
regret that it was not stronger but united with it. One
year later, in 2012, Barbara Letsch, as clerk of the
Earthcare Committee, read the Minute again at
SEYM, and it was approved.  

Introduction to SEYM Earthcare Committee’s
Proposed Nuclear Minute

We express our gratitude to those Friends who
have diligently researched nuclear energy and shared
their wisdom in various formats including Quaker
Earthcare Witness and Friends Journal. Their willing-
ness to do the hard work of research and their quest
for truth helps us all in our discernment. Nevertheless
research is based on present moment knowledge.  Es-
pecially with nuclear energy, it is an unreliable predic-
tor of future safety. If that is the case, what resources
do we have?

As Friends, we have our Testimonies. In this
Minute we seek the Light concerning nuclear energy
within the framework of our Friends Testimonies.

Earthcare Committee’s Proposed
Minute on Nuclear Energy

WE BRING this Minute of Concern from the SEYM
Earthcare Committee to Southeastern Yearly Meet-
ing, seeking unity in opposition to further develop-
ment of nuclear energy or building of nuclear power
plants. In considering the Testimonies in opposition
to nuclear power, we recognize that these Testimonies
interweave, affect, and support one another.

The testimony of Integrity calls us to respect and
protect all of God’s creation, to seek balance as par-
ticipants in the miracle of life. Integrity also leads us
to consideration of the Testimony of Equality in that
all people have a need for affordable and clean energy
that supports their health and wellbeing.

The testimony of Simplicity challenges our belief
that we can live in a world of increasing growth and
consumption and offers instead the simple necessity
and pleasures of air, land, and water that are clean and
protected.

We now consider the testimony of Community.
We acknowledge that nuclear power has demon-
strated that accidents can decimate communities and
keep the land uninhabitable for human and nonhuman
life for long periods of time.

The Peace testimony asks us to be clear that
nuclear energy has been used for nonpeaceful pur-
poses, for building weapons, and for creating waste
that must be stored many thousands of years. We call
ourselves a people of peace. We ask how we can call
ourselves a people of peace while supporting, even
with our silence, an industry of destruction and death.
In the words of Bishop Desmond Tutu, “To visit death
upon current and future generations from radiation is
unforgivable.” (Physicians for Social Responsibility
website, January 2012.)

We face, as Friends, the capacity of nuclear energy
for mass destruction of human and nonhuman life. Our
commitment to that of God in all life leads us to oppose
further development and use of nuclear energy. v

SEYM nuclear Minute grounded in Quaker testimonies
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QEW FRIENDS may be interested in the website
<WilliardWorks.com>, run by Gerri Williams
of Friends Meeting in Washington, D.C., and her
husband, Ray Allard, a graphic artist. It includes
Gerri’s blog and audio interviews, which are
mainly on environmental and Transition topics
(more lately on Occupy). They send out an update
three to four times a year to let subscribers know
about their new activities, writings, artwork, and
more. Here’s their latest update:

Audio Interviews

v Cousteau’s Blue Legacy—Alexandra Cousteau
continues the family commitment to preserving
the world’s waterways. She discusses her new
film and her journeys on the Potomac River.

v Local filmmaker Robert Cole on Potomac Re-
flections, and Harry Lynch’s survey of energy
choices, Switch, which premiered at the D.C.
Environmental Film Festival.

v Still Scary After All These Years—Anti-nuclear
campaigner Helen Caldicott delivers a fiery
speech at the Occupy EPA rally in Washington,
D.C., on the nuclear threats we all still face. Af-
terwards, Gerri interviews Helen about what

THE FRIENDLY NATURALIST, a community
nature journal, is an outreach project of
the Earth Care Committee of New Garden
Friends Meeting in Greensboro, N.C.

This attractive, lovingly hand-bound
booklet features such topics as nature-
inspired poetry, drawings, photo-
graphs, nature lore, recipes, medita-
tions, observations, reflections, etc. It
even has several blank pages to en-
courage nature journaling.

Friends with a respect for the won-
ders and beauty of Creation are in-
vited to submit contributions to fu-
ture issues. Articles and artwork can
be submitted by mail in care of New
Garden Friends Meeting, 801 New
Garden Rd., Greensboro, NC 27410,
or posted on the blog <http://
friendlynaturalist.tumblr.com>.
Distribution is at no cost, but donations to help defray
costs can be made to “The Friendly Naturalist” in care
of New Garden Friends Meeting.

THE FIRST ISSUE of the quarterly publication,
Summer 2012, opens with “A Dream

of Summer,” a poem written by
John Greenleaf Whittier in 1847:

…The Night is mother of the Day

The Winter of the Spring,

And ever upon old Decay

The greenest mosses cling.

Behind the cloud the starlight lurks,

Through showers the sunbeams fall;

For God, who loveth all his works,

Has left his Hope with us all!

“Invitation No. 4,” by Ellen
Kepchar, asks us to Listen to the
Trees:

“...Wendell Berry wrote: ‘I go among

trees and sit still. /All my stirrings be-

come quiet /around me like circles on

water.’

“I wonder if there is a place deep inside you where
you are naturally as still as the trunk of a tree,” she
asked.v

New Garden Meeting’s Earth Care Committee starts nature journal

The Friendly Naturalist

summer 2012http://friendlynaturalist.tumblr.com

a community nature journal

has to be done now to avoid catastrophe. Occu-
piers from around the region explain what
brought them to the rally.

Articles

v “Black and the Occupy Movement: What does
race have to do with it?”

v “Parade and the Leo Frank Case”—The true
story of anti-Semitism and lynch law in the
South receives a new production at Ford’s The-
ater in D.C. Read Gerri’s essay on why this tale
haunts us still.

Movie reviews

v Soylent Green—Apocalypse Bites in this 1970s
thriller that foreshadows today’s environmental
dilemmas.

v The Grey—Man versus beast in the frozen
North. Gerri also confesses why she loves “Ice
Road Truckers,” in this film review.

v …and Coming Attractions: Peak Oil Flicks re-
view for Earth Day, April 22.

Contact Gerri at <Williard2738@gmail.com> for
personal e-mail delivery.
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Earthcare Calendar

August 7, 2012. Deadline for article
submissions for September-October
2012 BeFriending Creation.

October 4–7, 2012. QEW Annual
Meeting (and 25th anniversary
celebration) in Chicago.

BeFriending Creation, Vol. 25, No. 4,
July-August 2012. Newsletter of Quaker
Earthcare Witness. ISSN 1050-0332.
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promote the work of Quaker Earthcare
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VISION AND WITNESS
WE ARE CALLED to live in right rela-

tionship with all Creation, recognizing that
the entire world is interconnected and is a
manifestation of God. WE WORK to inte-
grate into the beliefs and practices of the
Religious Society of  Friends the Truth that
God’s Creation is to be respected, protected,
and held in reverence in its own right, and
the Truth that human aspirations for peace
and justice depend upon restoring the earth's
ecological integrity. WE PROMOTE these
truths by being patterns and examples, by
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ing spiritual and material support to those
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BeFriending Creation
Letters

OUR LOCAL MEETING, Mount
Toby, just announced in their
monthly newsletter an interesting
way to raise money for QEW: a
“Dime-a-Gallon tax.” They plan
to set out a box and ask all meeting
attendees to place ten cents in the
box for every gallon of gas that
they consume in driving to and
from meeting. They predict that
this might raise as much as $250
per year, which they plan to donate
to QEW.

I could see this raising even
more money if it were a dime per
mile rather than per gallon, for
those able to afford it.

PUT ON YOUR BRAIN-
STORMING CAPS for interest
groups, topics, films and demon-
strations that you can submit and
find partners to work with for next
year’s InterMountain Yearly
Meeting, which will be on the
theme of Eco-Justice!

[Thank you, Mount Toby
Friends! By the way, the “Dime-
a-Gallon” tax seems to have been
started by the EcoBerries group
of Strawberry Creek (Calif.)
Friends Meeting. Their pro-
gram has been going strong since
it was featured in the May-June
2004 issue of BeFriending Cre-
ation. For more information, go to
<www.dimeagallon.org>. —ed.]

Apologies if this has already
been posted here before. If not,
though, it seems like a very sen-
sible and easy method of
fundraising, not necessarily for
QEW but for any charity or cause
related to the harm caused by au-
tomobiles or fossil fuels.

Joshua Rose, Ph.D.
Amherst, Mass.

<opihi@mindspring.com>
<http://www.facebook.com/opihi>

& ECO– JUSTICE

InterMountain YM
Just imagine! Family- and child-centered ac-

tivities and interest groups are
very desirable. —Quakers in co-
housing?  —InterGenerational
Green Team? —Permaculture in
Africa, Central and South
America? —A film room?
—Bioneers speakers or activities?

Ghost Ranch staff are also inter-
ested and enthusiastic to learn
more about sustainability/
permaculture/ eco-justice and put
it in to practice.

Please be aware that the Friends
General Conference Gathering is
also being held in our region  next
year—Greeley, Colorado, June
30– July 6—and may affect
attendence at IMYM. Talk it up
with your Friends far and near!

IMYM was really great and very
nourishing this year! The gathered
Light is very bright!

—In Friendship,
Jennifer Floresta

Santa Fe (N.M.) Friends Meeting
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New QIF pamphlet explains how the economy drives the ecological crisis

From the pamphlet’s back cover:

“IN TIMES OF CRISIS, profound questions some-
times emerge in straightforward and clarifying
ways. With the world’s dominant eco-
nomic system now struggling to re-
cover from near collapse, it is impor-
tant to ask, ‘What is the economy for?’
It is no longer coherent to say, ‘for in-
creasing material wealth through un-
limited economic growth.’

“In 2009 Quaker Institute for the
Future <www.quakerinstitute.org> pub-
lished the book Right Relationship:
Building a Whole Earth Economy, which
concluded that ‘the purpose of the
economy is to preserve and enhance the
integrity, resilience, and beauty of the
whole commonwealth of life.’

“This fifth QIF pamphlet, It’s the
Economy, Friends, is in collaboration
with the Growth Dilemma Project of Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting. The Growth Dilemma Project website
states that ‘humanity faces a profound dilemma. The
economies of virtually all nations require growth to
function. Yet more growth makes the wealthiest even
wealthier, while unemployment, hunger, and violence
are widespread, and human economies, in aggregate,
are already larger than Earth’s ecosystems can con-
tinue to support.’

“It’s the Economy, Friends is aimed at under-
standing the dilemma that the remitting drive for

growth creates within the limited ecosystems of
Earth. While it has been prepared for use
within the Religious Society of Friends, it
will also be of interest and use to anyone
who is seeking to understand both ortho-
dox and ecological economics and how
this growth dilemma can be resolved to
better serve people and planet.”

From the pamphlet’s preface:

“It’s the Economy, Friends
(QIF pamphlet #5) contains a series of
essays by different authors, organized
into three chapters designed to pro-
vide: 1) a context for examining
these issues based upon a history of
Quaker witness, 2) a description of
basic economic concepts from both

orthodox and ecological perspectives, and
3) reflections on ethics, ecology, and economics....

“The forthcoming companion volume, Confront-
ing the Growth Dilemma (QIF Pamphlet #6), will
focus on two contrasting views about our current
economic system with respect to the social and eco-
logical problems it is failing to address. It will also
describe a number of recommendations for altering
the current system to help create an economy that
works well for humanity and the whole of life.” v

—Copies available both in paperback and e-book
through Amazon.Com and paperback at Quaker-
books  of FGC <www.quakerbooks.org>.


